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What is 
M.A.N.E?

The $MANE Token is a deflationary asset. 

All marketing fees are channeled into buybacks and 

subsequent burns. Built on the ETH platform, its Tokenomics 
reinforce its deflationary mechanism, simultaneously 

rewarding holders with reflections.
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What is M.A.N.E? M.A.N.E stands for:  

 

                  • Marketing

                  • AMAS (Ask Me Anything sessions)

                  • News

                  • Engagement

 


Origins of $MANE:



$MANE was innovatively conceived by 

ScottCryptoWarrior (https://twitter.com/ScottLEOWarrior). 



With a vision to create the paramount cryptocurrency hub on 
Telegram, $MANE is designed for both budding projects and 
cryptocurrency enthusiasts. Its main objective is to foster 
connections and amplify knowledge about the ever-evolving 
cryptocurrency landscape and the novel projects emerging within 
this dynamic sector.



Key highlight: Membership to our community doesn’t necessitate 
owning tokens, ensuring the group remains freely accessible to all.




Why the $MANE Token? 



The essence of the $MANE token is to introduce a robust 
deflationary mechanism tailored to cleanse the cryptocurrency 
space. It champions genuine projects, enabling them to present 
their innovations to earnest investors exasperated by the 
overwhelming scams and fraudulent schemes clouding the crypto 
space.



$MANE seeks to bridge sincere projects with astute investors, 
fostering a space where members can meticulously research 
before plunging into an investment.

https://twitter.com/ScottLEOWarrior
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The intrinsic value of the token is deeply rooted in its Tokenomics 
and aligns seamlessly with its core ethos-Marketing. 

As the project thrives and gains traction, its value augments. This is 
chiefly because of promotions and offerings like: 



                  • AMAS (Ask Me Anything sessions)

                  • Pinned Posts 

                  • Incorporation of Project Contracts to Buybot  

                  • Giveaway Fees 

                  • Twitter Spaces



Each initiative channels revenue into $MANE, facilitating the 
buyback of native tokens.  Once bought back, these tokens are 
permanently obliterated from the supply, fortifying its deflationary 
nature.  


DISCLAIMER 



Always remember that I am not a licensed financial advisor. My tweets and opinions are 
merely personal investment choices and should be treated as entertainment.

The world of cryptocurrency can be likened to the "Wild West" - teeming with risks, volatility, 
and potential pitfalls like scams. If you're considering dipping your toes into the crypto realm, 
proceed with caution and avoid overextending yourself.
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Total supply 100M

10%

CEX

10%

Future 

Partnerships

10%

Community 

Reward 
Incentives

40%

Presale Tokens

20%

Liquidity

10%

Marketing
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2% BUY 2% SELL

1% Burn 1% Reflection

1% LP Increase

We will be allocate percentage of fee tax towards replenishing 
liquidity pool.

1% Reflections

Reflections tax is distributed proportionally among token 
holders, incentivizing long-term investment and rewarding 
active participation in the ecosystem.
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Contact Us
marketing@themanetoken.com

https://linktr.ee/TheManeToken

https://linktr.ee/TheManeToken

https://t.me/TheManeLionsDen

https://twitter.com/TheManeToken

https://www.dextools.io/app/en/ether/pair-
explorer/0x401347fe27da1c1819ffaaf01c487e3f99e79ec7

https://app.uniswap.org/swap?
exactField=input&exactAmount=0.1&inputCurrency=ETH
&outputCurrency=0x98ce7f261e425ad0ca667e60675938
dcffc1571a
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